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6 Claims. (Cl. 20–6)

This invention relates to a novel door suspen
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the door to be opened, and maintain the outside
sion and hinge structure particularly adapted for
of the door outWardly of the structure in the
use Where the doorway is in a structure having
open position so that it presents a pleasing ap
an externally curved contour.
pearance upon approaching the doorway.
The problem of hinging doors in automobiles,
Further and other objects will become appar
ships and airplanes, where the door curves to
ent from the description of the accompanying
COnform With the complex curvature of the Struc
draWings Which form a part of this disclosure
ture of the doorway, is that it is necessary to
and in which like numerals refer to like parts.
resort to complicated hinge mechanisms. In
in the drawings:
nearly every case When the door is opened to its 10 Figure 1. is a fragmentary view of an airplane
fullest extent, it presents an unpleasing appear
fuselage showing the door in the open position.
ance, as Wel as eXtending so fair from the struc
Figure 2 is a horizontal section through the
ture on which it is mounted that it presents an
side of the fuselage showing the door.
interference With loading and unloading, and an
Figures 3 and 4 are perspective views of the
additional hazard because Wind is very apt to
door and its relation to the fuselage.
blow the eXtending door shut. This is particu
Figure 5 is a transverse section through the
larly true in aircraft Where the fuselage at the
fuselage and door.
entrance doorway has a convex curvature. In
Figure 6 isa view of the inside of the door in
most large aircraft, the fuselage at this point is
the fuselage.
generally circular. If the door of such a fuselage 20 Figures 7 and 8 are schematic views showing
is hinged in the conventional manner, the door
the operation of the linkages.
in the open position rests with its conveX or out
The airplane fuselage 0, shown in Figure 1,
side, tangent to the convex outside of the fuse
is generally circular in Cross section and, there
lage, and is guite subject to being blown shut,
fore, door , faired into the side of the fuselage,
as well as being difficult to open, and unsightly
must conform With the curvature of the fuselage
in appearance.
When closed. Door
is supported during the
By the novel doorway structure of this inven
opening, and inits open position, by a suspension
tion, it is possible to open the door with a mini
and hinge structure which consists of a truss
num of effort because the door moves outwardly
linkage 8–8", which carries the greater part
generally parallel to the Wall structure on Which 3) of the load of the door, and two stabilizing link
it is mounted on a system of linkages that sta
ages 43 and 23. As Shown in Figure 2, linkage
bilize the door for all positions from the closed
3 has fittings 4 and 5 secured to the ends
position to the open position, in which the con
thereof and pivoted in brackets 6 and 7. The
cave side of the door comes to rest beside the
brackets are secured to the door and door frame,
doorway and conforms With the curvature of the
respectively. Members 8 and 8" have fittings
Wall structure.
–
9 and 9' pivoted to brackets 2) and 29' which
It is an object of this invention to provide a,
are
secured to the door, and fittings 2 and 2"
door suspension and hinge structure for a curved
pivoted to bracket 22 which is secured to the door
contour Wall Which may be easily opened and
frame. In a similar manner, member 23 has a
held in an open position, and stabilized against 4) fitting 24 secured thereto pivoted on bracket 25
inadVertent closing.
mounted on door , and fitting 26 piVoted on
Another object of this invention is the provi
bracket 2 Which is secured to the door frame.
sion of a linkage system to hinge a door in which
It Will be noted in Figures 6 and 8 that linkages
one linkage is a truss member that supports the
23,
8–8' and 3 are of equal length. From
load of the door, and other cooperative linkages 5 Figures 2, 5 and 7, it will be noted that the aXes
that stabilize the door structure from the closed
of the hinges are out of alignment. Figure
to the open position.
clearly
shows that they are out of alignment, one
A further object of this invention is the provi
from another, in a vertical direction, and Figure
sion of linkage structure With hinge points lo
6 show's that the centerline of the pivotin bracket
cated so that at east two of the linkages for all 5) 27 is displaced along the fuselage from the loca
positions of the door, from opened to closed, form
tion of the pivot in bracket 22. The purpose .
a stabilizing parallelogram structure between the
of this can most easily be seen from a considera
door and the doorway structure.
tion of Figures 7 and 8. These figures show
It is a further object of this invention to pro
schematically the door having linkages 23, 8
vide a door and hinge structure which permits
and 3 securing the door to the door frame. Fig

3,534,983
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ure 3 shows Schematically the inside view of the

pivoted on a bracket secured to the edge structure

in Figure 7. Figure 7 shows Schematically door
in five positions, as the door moves from the
closed position 1, represented as the closed door
in Figure 2, to the fifth position, representing
the dotted line position in Figure 2 of the door

doorway pivot brackets being spaced relative to
the other brackets longitudinally of said structure

of the doorvay and the other eind pivoted on a
bracket secured to the ºental portion of said dool
for Swinging about generally vertical aXes, the
Xes of certain of said pivots at the edge of
said doorway being out of alignment due to the
contour Gf said structure, at least one of said

door and the vertical arrangement of linkages
23, 8 and 3. Truss nember is, in effect, a
single linkage when considered in the plan view

open and ying flat against the fuselage. It Will 0 so that atieast two of said liinkage members form
with said door and said Wall an effective paral
be noted that for all positions of the door from
leogram to support the door and maintain the
1 to 5, at least two of the linkages form two sides

concave face of the door toward the side of said
of a paialeogram Which are Widely Spaced. in
Structure fo" all positions of the door from the
position 1, the door is stable because it is sup
closed to the open position.
ported by the door frame. As the door moves
2. In a structure having a wall of generally
from position 1 to position 2, linkages 3 and 8
circuiar vertical Cross-section, and a doorway in
do not form too Widely spaced sides of a parallelo
the side thereof, a door for said doorway curved
gram anda stable support for the door, but in this
to conform With the side of said structure, at least
position the door is stabilized by the spacing of
linkages 6 and 23. This is true through posi 20 three vertically spaced linkage members of equal
length, each having One end pivoted on a brack
tion 3, but it can be seen that, Whereas linkages
et secured to the edge of the doorway and the
3 and 48 Were spaced in positions 1 and 2, they
other end pivoted on a bracket secured to the cen
are almost aligned in position 3 and, therefore,
tral portion of said door for swinging about gen
Cannot be depended upon to stabilize the door.
n position 4, the door is stabilized by linkages 25 erally vertical aXes, at least two adjacent link
age members having coaXial pivotal end supports
3 and (8–6' sonewhat assisted by linkage 23,

but in position 5thelinkages are all Widelyspaced,
23 and 8–8" afording the principal support.
Stability presents the greatest problem when the
door is in position 3, illustrated in Figure 4. n
this position, the doorismoving generally parallel
to the side of the fuselage and is restrained by
the linkages from outward motion, yet the force
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and intermediate supporting members forming a
truss structure of said two adjacent linkages to
bear the load of the door, the aXes of certain of
said pivotsat the edge of said doorway being out

of alignºnent dueto the GOntOur of said Wall, at
least one of said doorway pivot brackets being
spaced relative to the other brackets longitudinal
ly of the Structure so that at least two of said
Causing it to move in the arcuate path, or in a
path generally parallel at this tiime to the fuse 35 linkage nenbers form With said door and said

Wall an eifective parallelogram to Support the door
lage, is a thrust on door handle 33 located ec
and maintain the concave face of the door to
Centrically of the pivotal supports of the door.
ward the side of the structure for all positions
Therefore, in this position, where the door is
of the door from the Closed to the open position.
Subjected to a thrust tending to twist the door,
it is restrained by two of the linkages, 23 and 40 3. In a Structure having a wall of generally cir
8, providing well spaced sides of a parallelogram.
cular vertical Cross-section, and a doorway eX
tending longitudinally in the side thereof, a door
Figure 3 show's the door at the initial position
upon Opening, generally corresponding to posi
for said doorway Curved to conform With the side
of said structure, at least three vertically spaced
tion 2 of Figure 7.
TO Support the door in place in the door frame 45 parallel linkage members of equal length, each
having one end pivoted on a blacket segured to
and have the exterior of the door present a.
the edge structure of the doorway and the other
Simooth, umbroken surface, pockets 3 to 33 are
formed in the side of the door and the door frame
end pivoted on a bracket secured to the Central
portion of said door for swinging movement about
to accommodate the hinge brackets. The skin

of the door eXtends overthesepockets and around
the door in a flange to provide the tight fit of
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the door in the door frame.

It should be understood that the linkages can

be alrranged along the door at any one of a num
ber of places so long as the hinge axes are main
tained out of alignment to provide the parallelo
gram action of the linkages. Linkage 3 can be

moved to a position projected vertically upward
to a location on the top of the door to getit out,
of the Way, if desired. Truss member 3–8'
may be located anywhere that will provide effec
tive Support for the door. Stabilizing linkages
3 and 23 Wil cooperate with the truss member

to Stabilize the door throughout its opening.
It is to be understood that certain changes,
alterations, modifications and substitutions can
be made Without departing from the spirit and

generally vertical aXes, the aXes of said pivotsat
the edge of said doorway being out of vertical
alignment due to the contour of said structure,
at least one of said doorway pivot brackets be
ing spaced relative to the other brackets longi

tudinally of said structure so that said linkage
members form With said door and said Wall plu
rality of effective parallelograms to support the
door and maintain the concave face of the door
toward the side of said structure for all positions
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of the door as the door is displaced outwardly
and along the structure from the closed to the
open position.
4. In a structure having a
circular vertical Cross-section,
the side wall thereof, a door
curved to conform with the

wall of generally
and a doorway in
for said doorway
side Wall of said

structure, at least three vertically spaced parallel
linkage members of equal length to support said
SCope of the appended claims.
door, each having one end pivoted on a bracket
J Claim as my invention:
1. In a Structure having a val of generally 0 secured to the edge structure of the doorway and
the other end pivoted on a bracket secured to the
Circula1" vertical Cross-seºtion, and a doorway in
central portion of said door, said end secured to
the Side thereof, a door for said doorway curved
edge of said doorway being ofset approXi
to Conform with the side of said structure, at the
mately
equal to one half the thickness of said
least three vertically spaced linkage members of
Substantially equal length, each having one end side wall, the pivot for the bracket of said of

2,564,988
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set end being located approximately on the cen
the door and maintain the concave face of the
terline of said Wall, the aXes of said pivots at
door toWard the outside of the structure for all
said doorway being generally vertically but out
positions of the door from the closed to the open

5

of alignment due to the generally Circular con
tour of said structure, at least one of said door
way pivot brackets being spaced relative to the
other brackets longitudinally of the fuselage so
that at least tWo of said linkage members form

position.
6. In a structure having a Wall curved con
veXly outWardly in vertical Cross-section and a,

doorway eXtending therethrough, a door for said

with said door and said Wall an effective parallel

ogram to support the door and maintain the con

()

Cave face of the door toward the side of the fuse

lage for all positions of the door from the closed
to the open position.
5. In a structure having a Wall of generally

circular vertical Cross-section, and a doorway
formed in the side thereof, a door for said door

Way curved to conform With the side Wall of
said structure, a plurality of vertically spaced
parallel linkage members of equal length, each
having one end pivoted for swinging movement
about a generally vertical aXis on a bracket se
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cured to the edge of the doorway and the other
end pivoted on a, bracket secured to the central

doorway curved to conform With the curvature
of said Wall, at least three vertically Spaced link
age members of substantially equal length, each
having One end pivoted on a bracket secured to
the edge structure of the doorway and the other
end pivoted on a, bracket secured to the central
portion of said door for swinging about generally
Vertical aXes, the aXes of certain of said pivots at
the edge of said doorway being out of alignment
due to the contour of said structure, at least one
of said doorway pivot brackets being spaced rela
tive to the other brackets longitudinally of said
structure so that at lºast two of said linkage
members form With said door and said Wall an
effective parallelogram to support the door and
maintain the concave face of the door toward the

portion of said door, at least two adjacent link
age members having coaXial pivotal supports on
the ends and intermediate supporting members
forming a truss structure of said tWo adjacent
linkages to bear the load of the door, said end
secured to the edge of said doorway being offset
approximately edual to one half the thickness
of said side Wal, the pivot for the bracket of
said offset end being located approximately on the
centerline of said Wall, the aXes of said pivots at
said doorway of the other linkage being out of
alignment due to the contor of said structure, :3

file of this patent:

tudinally of the structure so that at least two of

NUnber
452,679

Side of said structure for all positions of the door
from the closed to the open position.
FRANK A. MÜLER.
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